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Fore1..,rord
Maine, like all other states, relies principally on criminal
sanctions to prevent the illegal use and abuse of drugs and narcotics. Accordingly, the impact of any change in drug laws is
strongly felt by those who must administer the law: the police
and sheriffs, prosecutors, and judges. In recognition of this fact,
many Maine Legislators and policymakers have expressed a strong
concern about the effects of various laws and legislative proposals
on the criminal justice system.
This survey was undertaken to lessen the information gap between the criminal justice system and legislative draftsmen and
state governmental policymakers. Essentially, the authors have
attempted to "take the pulse" of the criminal justice system so
that the collective opinions, attitudes and recommendations of the
experts in the field may be more accurately considered and properly
evaluated. This has been accomplished through lengthy interviews
with 98 members of the Maine Criminal Justice system.
This report does not urge the adoption of any of the recommendations or responses offered by the interviewees, although it is
felt that many are worthy of legislative consideration and enactment.
The report has been limited to a factual presentation and explanation of the findings in the hope that the reader may formulate
his own conclusions and appropriate courses of action.
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I., METHODOLOGY
This survey \vas conducted end prepared in the 10 week period
between iune 10 and August 18, 1973" It consists of 90 personal interviews and two wri tte:n interviews2 t'li th Maine 0 s dru.g abuse 11 field
experts": police chiefs~ county sheriffs~ county attorneys and dis~
trict court judgeso All the interviews were conducted by the Maine
Commission on Drug Abuses 0 legal intern, N., Dennis Hawkesworth, and
all interviewees 'lrlere assured that their individual responses would
remain confidential@
Only with regard to police chiefs \'laS ru'! in'cerviewee selection
process utilized 9 and only there because of time limitations.. The
50 chiefs interv~ewed were selected mostly,o~ the basis of the size
of the town or c1ty they servea; A few ch1e.fs~ mostly from the seacoast counties, were inte:rrviewed because their town was in an area
thought to be of relatively heavy drug use, Although the 50 chiefs
interviewed comprise only 4<Y;6 of the police chi.ef·s in Maine the towns
and cities they serve comprise close to ?00/o of the population.,
All county sheriffs~ county attorneys and district court judges
were contacted and all were asked to be i.nte:rviewed.. Fourteen (88%)
of the county sheriffs, 16 (lCKr;6) of the county attorneys and 12 (63%)
of the district court judges were actually interviewed~ No one contacted refused an interview~ To the contrary, marxy participants were
concerned that their views on drug abuse had not preYiously been
systematically solicited" The only hurd.les ~ncountered by the interviewer were time limitations and conflicting vacation schedules.,
Three slightly different sets of questiorm.aires were used: one
for county attorneys, one for judges and one for county sheriffs and
police chiefs (see appendix)" The questionnaires were based on a
questionnaire used by the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse in on August, 1971 natton.al survey of State District Attorneys ..

-----1

These intervieV>m ranged in length from 30·rul50 minutes" In addition to the 90 interviews noted~ six intervielf¥8 with narcotic officers were conducted, but th~J results of these i.nterviews have not
been included in this report@
2These were actually not "interviews", Rather a questionnaire
1
was left with these two persons who completed it and delivered it
by mail,
3The police chiefs of the following towns and cities were .interviewed: Auburn, Augusta, Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bath 1 Belfast, Biddeford, Boothbay Harbor, Brewer, Brunswick~ Bucksport~ Calais~ Camden,
Cape Elizabeth, Caribou 9 Dover-·Foxcroft, Ellsworth, Fairfield, Fort
Fairfield, Falmouth, Far~ngton, Fort Kent, Freeport, Gorham, Houlton,
Lewiston, Madawaska, Machias, Northeast Harbor~ Orono, Ogunquit,
Portland, Presque Isle 9 Rockland~ Rockport, Saco, Saniord, Skowhegan,
South Paris, South Portland, Southwest Ifarbor., Thomaston~ Van Buren,
Waldobor, Watervill~S, Wells, Westbrook, Wilton 9 Wiscasset 9 Yarmouth ..

H
H

@

Jan-Mar
Sale of Drugs
Illegal PossessionAdult
Juvenile
Illegal Possession
of syringe
Opera ti.ng under the
influence of drugs
Totals

April-June

July-Sept

Oct=Dec

Total
.Arrests

Total
Convicted

33

6

15

2

56

24

133

122
52

24
24

333

177

214

72

54
29

10

l

1

l

13

4

2

/

...

l

0

8

3

587

330

~

95

N
g

'l;iT.hese ar:r·est ~statistics pertab only
en:rests mad,e; by the r~~ina State Jl?olicec.
They :J:'Sl)resent oruy a small pe~::.em!;age iCf
:dlrug a!'re;st;s ~;tJ.:e in Y~in€ ill
1972 for they de :uot
lu.de the :t"IJ~~erous
:lli!ade by loca1 :polic<e and shez,if:ts
departmen:t"s
a more d.ertailed s~'catisti.cal descriptioll. of s·t;at,e polic;e ar:t"es"':es s.ae
~~ine~s Drug Abuse Prevention Pl~ for 1973 available upon request from the Maine
Commission on D1::u.g ""'11:ms:e ~ Bu.r~a·.:l. of Rehabilitation 9 Deps..,tment cf Health an.d W<elfare ~
32 winthrop Street, Augusta~ l"f.aine 04330"
®

Ilia FINDINGS
lo Law Enforcement Practice and Policy
Ao Investigations and Arrests by Police and County Sheriffs
In most areas of Maine and the United States police departments
are allocated limited amounts of manpower and finances to cope with
an increasing crime rate and an ever growing criminal codeo In order
to most efficiently and properly utilize their limited resources,
police departments often develop investigative and enforcement prioritieso These priorities are generally set according to the number
and seriousness of offenses that are committed within a particular
jurisdictione Accordingly, we may assume that criminal offenses that
are frequently committed and are viewed by the police or society as
serious will be given a high investigative priority while petty offenses will usually be assigned a lower prioritya
Policee The survey results reveal that the greatest percentage
of chiefs (58%) give the sale of hard drugsl a high investigative
priority@ A somewhat lower percentage (46%) attach a high priority
to the sale of marijuana@ Many chiefs qualified their responses by
stating that although they encountered very few or no cases of hard
drug sales they would attach a top most priority to such an offense
should it occur or occur more oftena

16% of the chiefs give the sale of hard drugs a low investiga~
tive priority while lOOh give the sale of marijuana a similar priority .. 2
Generally, in all instances where the sale of marijuana or hard drugs
is given a low priority the chiefs stated that this was because there
was little or no such crime within their town or that their depart=
ment did not have the manpower necessary to conduct investigations
independent of those conducted by the sheriffs department or the
state police.,
The chiefs often stated that drug offenses are investigated only
flfter a complaint is filed because the department either cannot afford
or does not need a full time drugs and narcotics officero In the
larger towns and cities that employ a full time drug officer, precomplaint investigations are often continually conducted and the sale
offenses tend to receive a high priority while the possession offenses,
especially possession of marijuana, receive low priorities@ In the
small to medium size towns, however, the chiefs indicated that possession of hard drugs and marijuana is viewed differently@ In these
towns, where alcohol and traffic offenses account for most of the
crime, the police chiefs often designate the apprehension of marijuana
and drug users (possessors) as a top priority simply because possession of marijuana or hard drugs is the most frequently committed,
relatively serious offense.
1

The term hard drugs was used, for lack of a better term, to
refer to the narcotics, barbiturates amphetamines and hallucinogense
Interviewees were informed that hard drugs referred to all commonly
illegally used drugs except marijuana and alcohol.
2
24% (sale of marijuana) and 20% (sale of hard drugs) of the chiefs
stated .eit~er tha.t t.he_;y did not know, or that they .did;n'.t have set
inv~st1gat1ye pr1or1t1~s~ rather, they allocate pr1or1t1es after a com~
pla1nt 1s f1led accord1ng to the nature and source of the complainto
~ 3 -

For example, 58% of the chiefs give the possession of marijuana
either a hi~1 (34%) or moderate (24%) investigative priorit1e An
identical 58% give the possession of hard drugs a high (44%) or moderate (14%) investigative priority. 12% of the chiefs, almost all
from the larger cities, give the possession of marijuana a low priority~ while 16% gi·ve a similar priority to possession of hard drugs., 3
Because there is only a moderate degree of uniformity of investigative priorities throughout the state, one might expect drug arrests
to arise from different enforcement activities.
The interviews reveal that the drug arrests made by the police
in the 50 towns and cities whose chiefs were interviewed arise mostly
from investigations into traffic in marijuana, street arrests and
automobile arrests@4· Investigations into traffic in hard drugs and
arrests in conr1ection with non-drug complaints account for a smaller
amount of the total arrestee Street arrests and automobile arrests
are the most frequent form of apprehension in the small to moderate
size towns, while arrests resulting from investigations into traffic
in marijuana or hard drugs occur primarily in the larger towns and
cities@ These findings agree with other studies that have shown that
in rural areas investigations into traffic in marijuana, street ~rrests
and automobile arrests account for the bulk of the drug arrests./
Sheriffs.. Like the police chiefs, the greatest percentage of
sheriffs (64%) give the sale of kard drugs a high investigative priority while five (35%) attach a high priority to the sale of
marijuana.. One sheriff gives the sale of hard drugs a low priority
while 21% give such a priority to the sale of marijuana ..
Lesser percentages give the possession of marijuana a

~igh

(28%) or moderate (1.4%) priority while more than half attach either
a high (5ry~) or moderate (14%) investigative priority to the posses-

sion of hard drugsG As with ~he sale of hard drugs, no sheriffs give
the possession of hard drugs a low investigative priority. Three
sheriffs (21%), however, do give a low priority to the possession
of marijuana. Those sheriffs who did not list priorities stated that
they investigate "complaints on the same priority, as we receive them .. "
Unlike the police chiefs, the sheriffs stated that most of their
drug arrests arise from investigations into traffic in marijuana and
hard drugs.. Arrests :i.n connection with non-drug complaints or investigations were the second most common source of drug arrests,, street
arrests ranked third and automobile arrests were fourth.
These figures
accurately reflect the fact that the sheriffs are involved to a lesser extent than the police departments in traffic control and on the
street apprehensions of criminals. Instead it may be assumed that
they focus a greater proportion of their drug related activities on
investigations into sale of marijuana and hard drugse
~

Street arrests and automobile arrests are referred to as "accidental11 drug arrests for the contraband is often discovered as a
result of an arrest or temporary detention for a non drug related offense ..
5Marijuana A Signal of Misunderstanding, the National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, p. 794.

Be Pre Trial Release by Police and County Sheriffs.

Police chiefs and county sheriffs were asked if they knew of
examples within their departments where a person who was arrested
or stopped for possession of a small amount of marijuana or hard drugs
was released with just a warning. In other words, is it the unwavering practice of the police and sheriffs in Maine to turn over every
drug case to the county attorney for prosecution. This question,
like most of the questions in section III-1, is a general indicator
of the relative seriousness of drug offenses, in the minds of Maine
police and sheriffs, for only in exceptional circumstances do law
enforcement officers informally deal with and dismiss persons suspected or accused of serious crimes.
Thirty-five (7~~) of the chiefs and nine (64%) of the sheriffs
stated that all drugs arrests are ~resented for prosecution. Five
(1~~) of the chiefs and three (21%) of the sheriffs frankly stated
that many (25o/o-5~~) cases involve an illegal search but they are
nevertheless given to the prosecutor.
Fifteen (3ry~) of the police and five (35%) of the sheriffs were
aware of drug arrests that had not been handed over for prosecution.
None of the chiefs or sheriffs stated that pre-prosecution release
was the common practice, instead they felt that this occured in unusual situations where special treatment was warranted.
C. Law Enforcement Policy
In a question designed to determine the extent of the social
stigma and the negative implications arising from a drug possession
conviction, the chiefs and sheriffs were asked if they would employ
as a police officer anyone who had been convicted for possession of
marijuana or hard drugs0
Fourty-one (8~~) of the chiefs and five (35%) of the sheriffs
would not employ a person who had been convicted for possession of
marijuana. Six (1~~) of the chiefs and five (35%) of the sheriffs
would employ such a person. Three (6%) chiefs and three (21%) sheriffs felt they might but this determination would depend upon a lot
of factors, e.g~ how long ago the person was convicted and what he
has'done since then. One sheriff did not know.
Fourty=seven (94%) of the chiefs and seven (5~~) of the sheriffs
would not employ a person who had been convicted of ~ossession of
hard drugso Two chiefs (4%) and three sheriffs (21%) would employ
such a person and one chief and three sheriffs said they might but
it would depend heavily upon other factors. One sheriff did not know.
The chiefs and sheriffs were lastly asked to state the drug or
drugs currently being used or sold in Maine that holds.the greatest
threat to the health and welfare of the individual user and society.

- 5 -

Individual. Sixteen of the chiefs chose Mephamphetamine, (speed)
as the number one threat to the health and welfare of the individual
user in Maine. LSD and marijuana ranked second with each being mentioned by nine of the chiefs, and cocain and heroin ranked third,
with each being mentioned by seven chiefs. Six chiefs answered all
"hard drugs", five chose "all drugs", and one picked barbiturates ..
Although the question was designed to specifically exclude alcohol
(it was limited to illegal drugs) many chiefs commented that alcohol
was probably the worst threat because of its wide spread use and
acceptance. Similarly, most of the nine chiefs who thought marijuana
was the worst threat explained that this was the result of marijuana's
widespread prevalence and acceptance.
The sheriff's choices of the drugs posing the greatest danger
to the individual user differed somewhat from those of the chiefs.
Like the chiefs, mephamphetamine and LSD ranked at the top with each
drug being mentioned by five sheriffs. Unlike the chiefs, cocain
was not specifically mentioned and only one sheriff picked heroin
or marijuana as the greatest threat. "All hard drugs" was listed
by three sheriffs and "all drugs" was chosen by two ..
Societyo The sheriffs choices of the drugs posing the greatest
threat to society were identical to their choices regarding the individual ..
The police chief's responses were somewhat different. The greatest number of chiefs (11) chose marijuana as the number one threat.
Mephamphetamine placed second as the choice of ten chiefs. "All
hard drugs" ranked third with eight chiefs selecting it, seven chiefs
mentioned LSD, six selected heroin, five chose "all drugs", four
mentioned cocain and two chose barbiturates. Again, many of the chiefs
explained that marijuana was their top choice because they feel it
is a drug of wide spread use and acceptance that leads to the use
'of hard drugs (see III-4) ..
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A0 Law Enforcement Practice and Policy (III-1)

Police
Chiefs

Sheriffs

1) The investigative priority given to possession of:

MarijuanaHigh
Moderate
Low
Other*
Hard DrugsHigh
Moderate
Low
Other*

34
24

28
14

12

21

30

35

44
14
16

14
0

50

26

35

46
20
10

14

21

26

35

58

64
0
6

2) The investigative priority given to sale of:

MarijuanaHigh
Moderate
Low
Other"'
Hard DrugsHigh
Moderate
Low
Other*

6
16
20

35

30

3) Does your department see to it that every arrest

for possession of drugs is presented for prosecution ..
Yes
No

70
30

64

12
82

35
35

4

21

94

50

35

4) Would you employ as a police officer anyone who
has been convicted of possession of:
MarijuanaYes
No

Hard DrugsYes
No

*Other includes those who either did not answer or responded
that the allocation of priorities depends upon the complaint.
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III. FINDINGS
2. Prosecutorial Policy
Prosecutors in Maine, as in all other states, are vested with
the authority to determine which offenders will be tried and for what
specific offenses. This gives prosecutors the power to strengthen
or reduce the effect of any given law, for a frequent decision not
to prosecute certain offenders or offenses (except for lack of evidence) usually reflects a personal or societal recognition of the
relative non-serious nature of the offense. As stated by the National Commission on Drug Abuse and Marijyana in their first report,
Mari ·uana - A Si al of Misunderstandin , "in actual practice a conSlstent ec1s1on no
o prosecute 1n certain circumstances amounts
to a de facto repeal 11 •
Five (31%) of the county attorneys stated that they do not as
a matter of common practice, prosecute everyone charged with possession of marijuana, while one does not always prosecute everyone charged
with either sale of marijuana, possession of "hard ~gs"2 or sale
of hard drugs. Stated conversely, eleven (67~) of Maine's county
attorneys usually prosecute all persons charged with possession of
marijuana and fifteen (94%) generally prosecute all persons charged
with sale of marijuana and/or sale or possession of hard drugs. In
the view of one prosecutor, failure to regularly prosecute drug offenders (either marijuana or hard drugs) would not be consistent with
a prosecutor's official duties and would weaken the deterrent effect
of the law. On the other hand, those who withhold prosecution feel
that their actions allow limited state resources to be applied to
more serious criminal offenses.
Those county attorneys who do not consistently prosecute every
case were asked whether they had established a "rule of thumb" or
minimum amount policy. For example, are all arrests involving X
amount of drugs routinely dismissed? All five (31%) of the prosecutors who do not regularly prosecute everyone charged with possession of marijuana stated that they had such a rule of thumb
regarding marijuana cases and one had such a rule regarding hard
drug cases.) All the prosecutors who used such a rule of thumb
reported that this policy had been either formally or informally
communicated to the police department. Such a communication may
demonstrate one way in which prosecutorial policy affects law enforcement policy for it may be assumed that policemen in a "rule
1

copies of this Report may be obtained from the Maine Commission
on Drug Abuse ..
2

The term "hard drugs" was used to refer to the narcotics, barbiturates, amphetamines and hallucinogens. Interviewers were informed
that hard drugs referred to all commonly illegally used drugs except
marijuana and alcohol.
3 Three county attorneys stated that although they did not have
a "rule of thumb" as such, they usually did not prosecute unless
there was a "usuable amount" of drugs seized.
8 -

of thumb" jurisdiction will be reluctant to arrest in cases involving
less than the designated amount of dru.gs ..
The arrestee 1 s age 1 the amount of drugs involved and the arrestee1s lack of a previous record were the factors most frequently
listed as being influential in deciding not to prosecute$ Closely
following them in importance were~ the defendants personal situation,
(i..e., 9 his general attitude~ his reputation in the community, conduct
which had previously come to
s:t;tention of law enforcement agencies 9
his education, his present job and his desireB concerning future jobs ..:)
Although it is not the common
actice of most county attorneys
to withhold prosecution, a s1gn 1can num er have done so, usually
in cases involving unusual circumstances® Eight (50%) county attor~
neys stal(.ed that they had made use of informal proba.t·ion (tiling of
charges) in cases involving possession of marijuana@ Lesser percentages have utilized informal probation. for~ sale of marijuana (25%),
possession of hard drugs (18%) and sale of hard drugs (18%)o 'Three
prosecutors reported that they were very rarely presented with cases
involving hard drugs~ but they might utilize informal probation if
the occasion arose more often.. Also~ two prosecutors stated that the
district court judge in their jurisdiction would not allow the use
of an informal probation processe
Those prosecutors who have on occasion filed charges were most
often influenced by dafendants agee~ previous record and attitude ..
For defendants charged with sale or possession of hard drugs the
prosecutor would usually only allow informal probation in exchange
for vital information concerning drug sellerso
At the disposition level 9 a substantial majority of fifteen

(94%) prosecutors take an active role in recommending appropriate

dispositions .. Defendant's age~ lack of previous c:r:·iminal record.
personal situation and attitude were mentioned by thirteen (SC';G)~ county
attorneys as factors influencing their recommendations@ Other factors mentioned were defendants associations, his v1 I.,Q .. 11 ~ his involvmen.t in the drug scene and his education.. Four prosecutors specifically pointed out that they were not influenced by defendant's social
status or family connections@

4
Under this arrangement a prosecutor usually indefinitly suspends
formal proceedings if the defendant maintains good behavior for a
set period of time.,

2@ PROSECUTORIAL POLICY (III)
Maine
County
Attorneys
1) % of prosecutors whose common practice
is to prosecute everyone charged with~
-possession of marijuana
-sale of marijuana
=possession of hard drugs
-sale. of 'hard drugs
2) % of prosecutors who utilize a defined
"rule of thumb" (minimum amount policy)
in decisions to prosecute
-marijuana offenses
=hard drug offenses

National
District
Attorneys•

67
94
94
94

60
60

31

12

6

3) % of prosecutors who have, on occasion,
granted informal probation (filing or dis~
missal of charges) for persons charged with:
-possession of marijuana
-sale of marijuana
-possession of hard drugs
-sale of hard drugs

18
18

4) % of prosecutors who play an active role
in recommending appropriate sentences in drug
cases

94

50

25

*From a 50 state survey of District Attorneys conducted in
August, 1971 by the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.

~
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IIIo FINDINGS
3. Judicial Caseloads

Hypotent

St!ntenc J.ng ,,

Tht:.~

judges ·were
questioned about the number
of drug
broug;ht l)e
th~::rn durin.g the last fi V~l years" 1
Nine of the judgf~S ( ?5%) though.t that the nuraber of' -persons charged
with drug offenses had increased sharply in the lr?J.st five years" One
judge (8%) felt there tvas slif!;ht increase~ one thougrrt his drug related caseload had remaim-'ld the same a:nd
stated that there had
not been a readily
tifiab
trendo Nune
the judges felt that
their drug case load J:.tad dec
the last five years, but two
judges mentioned t:;hat
caseload h.ad
ased slightly in
the last two to three
Ae

1

Even though a maj
~judges indicated that there has been
a sharp increase in the
emH~load
the app;~:oximati.ons of the
percentage of drug of
·· ·· c:
in the last
year ( 19'72) remained re
F'c)Ur o:f the ,judges estimated
that their drug caselor1d c
2·~·3% of their total caseload,
One
judge put the figure at 5% and three others
:i.mated that drug cases
make up lCY').,
their total easel
One
?
thout giving a
specific percentage, s
d. tlt~xt d:.cug
s mr:~.de up a. nfairly
small" portion o.f his case load,
two
;judges de~cri bed it
as ''very small"
One ,jud.g<?
lin.ed to a.n~rwer this question"
Q

Be ~~~1.SJt1:..2~ent~nej..:rlj!:;...
d.etermine what
punishment :1s most ;jusiT,y suitx::d to a
offt:~nse 9 judges
were asked to hypothetic ly
sregard th.f::J
h1.w in XVlaine and
to recommend an appropriate sentenc for a
old? successfully
employed college gradu.a
\~i th no
recor.d who vras convicted
of g possession of a small arncYu.nt of. marijuana? possession of a small
amount of narc ic!O:J 9 sale
$50 v1orth C)f
ju.ana~ and Bale of $50
worth of nlU'cotics e
In Hlmost; ever-y case, the
exp:ressed an unwillingness to "disregard 11 > even hypothetic ly,
la't'l" As a result
of the judges ref'usal to 'di~:n~ega:rd th.e lav1 for purposes of this
question~ the u
" vw~cd:i:ng waB
the ;judges
were asked in~:1·t;a~~ad
sugl?;~21st the
appropriately
fitted the sta
hy:pothetical si tuat;ion"
11

1

')

I1'or possession
a. small amou:n t of marijuan8. 9 c sevo.n (58%) of
the judges would either
s
se D. 1ight to moderate fine with no jail
The 1
~c~~nommended sentence,
\'lhich is actually not a
l
th~~ case upon
1?

1
The District Gou.rh:;
JV1a:ino
for misdemeano:cs with the Sup;~rior
In addition, District Courts
gu:Ll ty pleas in
lony C:!:JBes
of felony ease~le

2Possession of marijuana is a mi
of not more than 1];1000 and by
M0R.S.A. 22, Sec on 2383.

11

trial jurisdiction
4 9 Seetion 152).,
to receive
liminary phases
shable 'by a fine
more than ll months ..

pa;yment of c
judges" O:nE1

:Un(r; '\r/B.S X'eC
impose a ~~50~100

short jail

chose a :rn.ode:r"l8l.t;e
( 17'/o) would.

a five day

One

Four

with

e1

?

8t $100~150

'l!!ould

impose a

by

short

reconm1ended
judge dec

( 16%) of the
three (25%) would
fine o

coupled with a
a $150 :f"ine and
a 1~150~200 fine
harshest; sentence,
in jaiL. On4ll

~j (58%) dec lined to answer
reasons
ci
district courts
proceedings.3 One judge felt that
range of
~ one declined to answer

this
lack o

to ndisrega:Y::'d 1 the ls:vl and another
e 't-iOllld
on i;h<.~ individual case.,
Q

Of thf)

(25%) would place
probation
One judge
impose a six mon.th su
nel the defendant into a

) -vvho did reeorumend a sentence 9 three

in this hypothetic1,:tl situation·. on
impose a jail sentence a.nd another would
sentence and then would attempt to funtme:nt program.,

of the judges (33%) again cited a lack
eedings4
declined to answer.
the ser.ri:;Q;,neing determin.ation depends

of
on over
As
fore, one judge
upon many fae tor's.,
Of the seven ~j1J
the lightest sentence 1
pended jail sentence.
suggested a finE~
and one other wo
The harshest penaltie8
and a "heavy

s C:..>B%) who suggested a spe¢ifie sentence,
I'E)cmrunencled by two judges~ (16%) was a sus~
One ,judge recomm;:£mded a ~P500 'fihe ~ anoth~;r:c. i.<')d) coupled ·with a l:'luspe:nded jail sentence,,
a $200 fine alnd a suBpended jail sentence ..
11\lc?~re 60 days in jail, reco:m.mended by one judge
:ec::)commended by one judge.

~[ narcot;:t,S:~!c!."

tion due to their rae};
Another three stated
ticular to each

3Possession
by a f ina
i~ r50 1 000
MoRoB0Aw 22, Section

4

First
more than $1000 or
M.R.S.A® 22, Sect

5First
of not more than
years impriS011li!.ent .,

rPhree judges (2)%) did not answer this ques=
jurisdiction over felony proce.dings05
t thz5 sentence wou.ld depen.d upo:n facts par-

ease"'

na:~::e

is a felqn;,y- p-u.niohable (first offense)
20 years"

f>Olune:nt;: for not m.<::>re

marijuana iB pw:tishable by a fine of not
for not more
fbre years ..
narcotics is
not less

~

12

-~

pt:.m.i~lha.ble

by a fine

one nor more than 20

Of the 4~~ who did recommend a specific punishment, all recommended a jail sentence. One recommended a 30 day sentence coupled
with a substantial fine, another suggested a 60 day sentence, another
would impose a "heavy" sentence while a fourth would not specify what
length sentence would be appropriate because such a sentence would
depend upon a lot of circumstances. The fifth judge would impose
a fine and a suspended jail sentence and look into the need for and
possibility of rehabilitation.
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III .. FINDINGS
4& Opinions Concerning the Psychological and Physiological
Effects of Marijuana Use.
In March of 1972, the National Commission on Marij·uana and Drug
Abuse released their first report, Mariguana: A Signal of Misunderstanding. This report, the most compre ensive and authoritative
marijuana study ever undertaken in America, made the following conclusions:
-"From what is now known about the effects of marijuana, its
use at the present level does not constitute a major threat to public health .. .,.,., No conclusive evidence exists of any physical damage,
disturbances of bodily processes or proven human fatalities attributable soley to even very high doses of marijuana .. "
-"Marijuana use per se does not dictate whether other drugs will
be usedo .... ., Indeed, if any drug is associated with the use of other
drugs, including marijuana, it is tobacco, followed closely by alcohol ....... The user's social group seems to have the strongest influence on whether other drugs will be used •••• but the fact should be
emphasized that the overwhelming majority of users do not progress
to other drugs .. "
-"The most notable statement that can be made about the vast
majority of marijuana users - experimenters and intermittent users is that they are essentially indistinguishable from their non-~arijuana
using peers by any fundamental criteria other than their marijuana
use .. "
-"In sum, the weight of the evidence is that marijuana does not
cause violent or aggressive behavior; if anything, marijuana generally
serves to inhibit the exprwssion of such behavior .. "
Many of the above conclusions are contrary to beliefs that are
deeply imbedded in the public mind. In an attempt to determine
whether Maines' criminal justice officials have been informed of and
have accepted the medical-social studies performed in the last three
years, each interviewee was asked to state the principal physiological and psychological effects of marijuana use.. Interviewees were
also asked whether use of marijuana led to the use of hard drugs,
caused a loss of motivation and caused aggressive behavior ..
These beliefs and opinions, apart from indicating the extent
of current scientific learning among interviewees, usually form part
of the basis for recommendations on how to control marijuana use.
For example, an interviewee who felt that marijuana use leads to the
use of hard drugs would quite probably be opposed to a relaxation of
legal controls. Conversely, an interviewee who felt that marijuana
had no harmful effects would in all probability be more disposed towards a relaxation of legal controls.
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A@ Police Chiefs@ The chiefs were first asked to state what
they thought were the principal psychological and physiological
effects of marijuana use on the individual" Their responses were
the most numerous and varied of the four groups@
The most frequent response, offered by twenty (4~~) of the chiefs
was that they did not feel qualified to answer questions of this
nature, rather they felt "you should be a medical person or doctor
to answer this"@ In addition to those who felt they shouldn't answer,
sixteen (3~~) of the chiefs candidly stated that they couldn't answer
because they really weren't sure of the effects, or because not
enough was known to give an accurate answera
Of those who did volunteer a specific answer, the specific effect mentioned by the largest percentage (2~~) of the chiefs was that
marijuana leads to an indifferent, "I donut care" attitude.. Users
seem to "lose interest in thingsa 11
Closely following this response, ten (20%) of the chiefs thought
that marijuana could become psychologically addictive, while ten
others thought that the effects of marijuana are determined more by
the person using it than the drug itselfe
Seven (14%) of the chiefs thought that marijuana affects an
individual ''in a way similar to alcohol, while six (12%) stated that
"there is no effect at all". The other responses included: it
causes a loss of coordination, and slowing of reflexes (1~~), it
makes a person sleepy and lethargic (8%), it makes one become a different person (8%), it produces brain damage (6%), it makes you silly
and giggly (4%), it makes you "crazy" (4%), and it affects you similar to cigarettes (4%).
In addition, some singular responses included the following,
marijuann: "e;ives you courageaaw 11 , "causes you to lose courage ..... ",
"maken you look oldera .. o 11 , "makes you lose your appetite.,a., 11 , 11 causes
you to become skinny and acquire white skin.,a .. ", "makes you mean when
you come down from a high and it acts as an aphrodisiac, .... " ..
In response to specific ~uestions concerning the effects of
marijuana use, thirty-six (72%) of the chiefs felt that marijuana use
leads to the use of hard drugs, fourty-three (86%) thought that marijuana use causes loss of motivation, twenty-six (5~~) felt that the
use of marijuana causes aggressive behavior, and twenty-three (46%)
stated that they had personally witnessed such behaviora
When asked to describe the aggressive behavior they had witnessed, most chiefs stated that such behavior consisted of abusive
language, either directed at a poliqe officer or a family member.
Other examples offered included: assault upon a police officer,
murder of a girl, mad disregard for authority, and refusal to
break up a party ..
11'1any chiefs had two or three responses and therefore the
percentage breakdown contains some overlap"

Almost half the chiefs who cited examples o.f aggressive behavior
felt that such behavior could have resulted from the use of another
drug, especially alcohol~ in connection with. marijuana.. Almost all
stated that there v-.ras no absolute way (except by an adraission) to
be sure if marijuana caused the behavim• 'bece:use there is :no valid
test which they were Bnifare of to determine if a person is under the
influence of marijuana,
B., 9ount;y Sheri(f,li, V.H1.en q1;1~stioned about the psychologica~
and phys1olog1caren6cts of mari.JU13.J1H the response:s of the sher1ffs
were somewhat different than tho:::H~ of the chie:fs"'
The most frequent response 1 offered by seYen (500,0) of the sheriffs was that they didn u t; rea11y know 1r1hat the effeets were 9 three
(21%) thought the effeets were similar to alcohol and two (14·%)
stated that this was a question that required medical t;rai:uing and
knowledge to properly answer., AnothEn' t-wo stated that the effects
were different for each individual"'
Singular responses included~ "it does not produce ~:"Jf:fects as
problematic as alcohoL. 11 ~ "it damages the brain.," .. 18 ~ 11 it can be
psychologically addictive"'.,., 11 9 "it affects depth perception"' .. .,",
and "it creates the sensation
'vial king in spaee 11 ,
o

.,

In response to the specific questions concE~rni:ng the use of
marijuana, nine (64%) of the sheriffs felt that marijuana use leads to
the use of hard drugs., Ten (?1%) though.t that marijuana use causes
loss of motivation.. Five (35%) believEHl that marijuana use causes
aggressive behavior and all fi ye stated that t;hfJY had personally
witnessed such behavior@
As with police chiefs~ the aggressive be:ttavior -vvit:nessed by the
sheriffs consisted primarily of abusive lru:J.gllage., On0:'1 example of
an assault on a sheriff ·was cited and also 00:1 exfunple of "crazy
acting""
C.. County Attor~" Unlike coun.ty sheriffs and police chiefs,
a substantial percentage of coun.ty attorneys (~H%) ~Jtated that there
were no significantly b.armful psychological and physiological effects
resulting from marijuana use" The other responses of the prosecutors
were more similar to those of police chiefs and sheriffs~ four (25%)
felt the effects were similar to those of alcohol; 25% felt this was
a question more properly
ssed to a nH:~d.icnl authority; 25% thought
that users could become psychologicaLLy addicted; three (19%) didn't
know what the effects were; and two (12'%) st.r:At;ed that it effects different individuals in different ways@
Other singular responses ineluded: 11 it creates p:roblems of depth
perception .... ""~ "it di.lat~~s the user 0 s pupils.,@""~ "it creates a
lackadaisical attitude toward personal hygiene c,, ~" ., and "it becomes
a 'status symbol' with the user~s pef~r g:rou.p",
The responses of count-y attorneys to the specific. questions concerning the effects of ma:eijuana also di.ff'f~red s:ig:o.ificantly from
those of the chiefs and sheriffs" A much lo~r.rer percentage (25%) of
county attorneys thought that mari;jua:na use 1et-u~is to the use of hard
16

=

drugsQ A lower percentage, nine (56%) also felt that mar1Juana use
leads to loss of motivation, and five of the nine limited the motivational loss to heavy, regular users. Comparatively few prosecutors,
~wo (1~~)~ felt that marijuana use causes aggressive behavior, and
only (one) stated that he had personally witnessed behavior.
The aggressive behavior was described as "belligerent, loud,
aggressive behavior following an arrest for possession of marijuana"e
Do District Court Jud~es. The responses of the judges concerning the psychological and pnysiological effects of marijuana use contained the greatest degree of consensus. Nine (75%) of the judges
stated that this question could more appropriately be answered by
a doctor rather than a lawyer or judge. They felt that this was a
medical question upon which medical authorities were in disagreement
and therefore "it is difficult for one not skilled in medicine to
reach a sure conclusion on this." In addition to those who cited
the conflicting medical evidence, two judges (16%) stated that they
hadn't kept abreast of medical findings and therefore could not answer this question.

Of those judges who did mention specific effects, two (17%) felt
that marijuana was not at all harmful, and lesser percentages (8%)
thought that it makes you age quickly, breeds contempt for society,
can be psychologically addictive, can affect driving abilities and
produces apathyo
As with the county attorneys, the judges responses to the specific questions concerning the effects of marijuana use differed
significantly from those of the chiefs and the sheriffs. A comparatively low percentage (33%) thought that marijuana use leads to
the use of hard drugs. An even lower percentage (25%) felt
that marijuana use causes loss of motivation but another 25% stated
that it may,2 depending upon the individual involved. Only one
judge (8%) thought that marijuana use causes aggressive behavior,
but again, three judges (25%J stated that it may, depending upon the
individual ..
One judge stated that he had personally witnessed such aggressive behavior but he was not specific as to what constituted this
behavior ..

2These judges gave a "yes and no" response to the question ..
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OPINIONS CONCERNING THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
MAR!Jttm USE

Police

County
Sheriffs

Maine
County
Attorneys

National
•'District
Attorneys"'

Judges

%who believe that:
1) The use of marijuana
leads to the use of
hard drugs·

7'Zfo

64%

25%

(74)%

33%

causes loss of motivat ion

86

71

56#

(43)

25#

3) The use of marijuana
causes aggressive
behavior

52

35

12

(38)

8#

46

35

6

(N=50)

(N.,;l4)

(N=l6)

2) The use of marijuana

4)

% who have person-

ally witnessed such
aggressive behavior

8
(N=807)

(N=l2)

*From a 50 state survey of District Attorneys conducted in August of
1971 by the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.
#Qualified, see narrative.
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IIIa FINDINGS

5. Attitudes Concerning the Deterrent Effect of Drug Laws.
The agencies of criminal justice perform two major deterrent
functionsa First, in an effort to promote ~eneral deterrence, they
carry out the community's efforts to mainta~n its moral standards,
its norms and its regulations by an organized readiness to impose
penalties on those who would vi6late them. General deterrence then
refers to the ability of the criminal law to make the general populace law abiding.
The second function, individual deterrence, concerns the effects
of punishment on the individual who is being punished. Individual
or specific deterrence is achieved through the use of punitive sanctions designed to reduce the incidence of· offenses on the part of those
most likely to violate the law, whether repeatedly or initially.
How the discretion available to agencies of criminal justice
is best employed to increase individual deterrence remains uncertain.
The question has long been open to dispute. Two opposing and somewhat extreme views are put forward. The first is that an increase
in the severity of punishment does not reduce the incidence of crime.
In support of their position the proponents of this view cite historical evidence indicating that crime flourished during periods of the
most severe punishments, and current statistical evidence indicating
that the most severely punished offenders are often the most persistent law violators. In part, this view stems from a legitimate concern with social conditions that induce criminal behavior, and from
a desire to focus social resources on the amelioration of these conditions.
The opposing view is that the only effective means of increasing
crime control is to increase the certainty and severity of punishment.
The proponents of this view argue essentially from common sense, and
from an intuitive appreciation of the efficacy of punitive sanctions
in motivating compliance to even trivial restrictive rules. Additional
support for this view is derived from the deeply felt certitude that
public morality can be sustained only if there is reasonable certainty
that those who violate the criminal law will be punished, and that
the severity of the punishment will be matched to the injury inflicted
by the offense.l
The interviewees in this survey were first asked whether they
thought that the present laws in Maine regarding marijuana and hard
drugs deter most young people from 1) casual or experimental use,
2) regular use and 3) small sales or gifts for little or no profit.
If the interviewee felt that such laws did act as a deterrent he was
asked to state whether there was a significant, moderate or minimal
degree of deterrence.
1
Kobrin et. al., The Deterrent Effectiveness of Criminal Justice Sanction Strategies,
Dept. of Justice, 1972

u.s.
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To the extent that marijuana and hard drug laws are a deterrent,
county attorneys and judges were then asked to choose, from a list
of five factors, those factors which they regarded as the primary
deterrent ..
All interviewees were next questioned whether they thought a
civil penalty for possession of marijuana applied with certainty
would deter more than, less than, or about the same as the threat
of incarceration applied sporadically.
Lastly all interviewees were told that the National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse recently estimated that 26,000,000 Americans have used marijuana. To the extent that this indicates that
marijuana laws are not an effective deterrent, interviewees were asked
to recommend changes to achieve greater deterrent effectiveness.
A. Police and County Sheriffs-Marijuana. The great majority
of police and county sheriffs did not feel that the present marijuana
laws deter either experimental use, regular use or small sales or
gifts.,
With regard to casual or e~erimental use, thrity-nine (78%)
of the police and fourteen (lory~) of the sheriffs felt that the law
was not a deterrent. Of the eleven chiefs who responded in the positive, one felt the deterrent effect was "minimal", eight felt it
was "moderate", one felt it was "significant" and one didn't know.
With regard to regular use thirty-seven (74%) of the chiefs and
eleven (78%) of the sheriffs stated that the law was not a deterrent.
One chief was uncertain and did not ~swer. Again, one chief felt
the deterrent effect was "significant', while three chiefs thought
it was "minimal" and eight chiefs and three sheriffs believed the
law to be of "moderate" deterrent value.
Thirty-eight (76%) of the chiefs and twelve (85%) of the sheriffs
stated that the marijuana laws do not effectively deter small sales
or gifts for little or no profit. One chief did not respond. Of
those who answered otherwise, five chiefs and two sheriffs believe
there is a "minimal" degree of deterrence, three chiefs felt the
deterrence was "moderate" and three chiefs felt it was "significant".
Police and Sheriffs-Hard D~s. Somewhat higher percentages
of both chiefs and sheriffs thou t the present laws deter experimental use, regular use and small sales or gifts of hard drugs.
Thirty (6ry~) of the chiefs and ten (71%) of the sheriffs answered in the negative when asked whether the law deters most young
people from casual or experimental use of hard drugs. Two chiefs
were uncertain. Of the 36%1 and 2~~ (respectively) who answered in
the positive, one chief was unsure as to the degree of deterrence,
eight chiefs felt there was a "significant" degree of deterrence,
six chiefs and two sheriffs stated there was "moderate" deterrence
and three chiefs and two sheriffs felt the deterrent effect was
"minimal" ..
1 Two chiefs (4%) did not respond to this question.
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Regarding regular use, twenty-five (5~h) of the chiefs and nine
(64%) of the sheriffs thought that the hard drug laws are not a de~
terrent. Of the 46o/~ of the chiefs wid 36% of the sh~riffs who thought
otherwise, three chiefs did not know what strength the deterrent effect
was, six chiefs thought it was "significant", eight chiefs and three
sheriffs believed it to be "moderate" and six chiefs and two sheriffs
regarded it as "minimal" ..
As for small sales or gifts, thirty-one (6~~) of the chiefs and
eight (57~) of the she2iffs felt the present law does not act as a
deterrent@ Of the 34% of the chiefs and 43% of the sheriffs who
answered in the positive, two chiefs could not state how strong the
deterrent· effect was, seven chiefs thou~t it was "significant", four
chiefs and two sheriffs thought it was moderate" and four chiefs
and four sheriffs believed there was a "minimal" degree of deterrence ..
Police and Sheriffs-Civil Penalt~. When asked what the deterrent effect would be of a fine applie with certainty ten (2~~) of
the chiefs and two (14%) of the sheriffs stated that such a fine
would deter more than the threat of incarceratiop applied sproadically.. Twenty-two (44%) of the chiefs and six (43%) of the sheriffs
thought that such a fine would deter less than the threat of incaceration, while eighteen (36%) of the chiefs and three (21%) of the
sheriffs did not give an opinion on this questiono
Police and Sheriffs-Deterrent Recommendations.. The chiefs and
sheriffs were then told that
~ericans have used marijuana .. 3 To the extent that marijuana laws are not a deterrent they
were asked how they could be changed to become more effective.

26,ooo,ooo

1 .. Police Chief's Recommendations.4
Fifteen (3~~) of the police chiefs felt that stiffer sentences,
higher fines and overall greater penalties would make the marijuana
possession laws more effective. Fourteen (2~~) said that the laws
didn't need changing, rather the problem is with courts that are too
lenient and in the application of the law. Seven (14%) felt that,
specifically, a mandatory jail sentence for possession of marijuana
would make the present law effective. Four (8%) reacted with doubt
at the "26,000,000" figure used in the question. Three (6%) wanted
uniformity of enforcement, 6% wanted more education pro~ams for
young people and another 6% felt that there should be a specific amount stated in the statutes to designate a seller from a possessor.5
Two (4%) said that they did not know how to make the laws more effective and another 4% felt that the present law is effective if the
officer presents his case right.
2

Two chiefs (4%) did not respond to this question.

3This figure of 26,000,000 should be distinguished from the
13,000,000 Americans who the National Commission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse report regularly use marijuana.
4 Percentages will overlap because many interviewees gave more
than one response ..
5A bill which accomplishes this, Public Laws of 1973, c. 510 was
by the l06th Legislature and signed into law by Governor Ourtis
June, 1973 ..

~assed
1n
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Singular recommendations included the following: "More strict
control just on sale ...... ", "more psychiatric care ...... ", "put them in
jail for a few days .... o", "loose the search and seizure statutes ..... ",
"legalize marijuana ...... , the law is not effective now and something
must be done one way or another ...... ", "it is a matter of economics,
we need more money, more men ...... ", "I'd like to say more stringent
laws, but because of mass use, you can't really say that ..... ", "swifter justice" ..
2 .. Sheriff's Recommendations ..
Three (21%) of the county sheriffs felt that stiffer penalties
would make the marijuana possession laws more effective.. Two (14%)
felt that a mandatory jail sentence would make the law effective,
14% did not know, and another 14% said that the laws should remain
the same for the laws are strict enough, and a stricter law will
not deter.
Singular comments included: "The courts must stiffen up the
existing law .... .,", "there should be uniformity of the laws ...... ",
"legalize marijuana and take a look towards the future .... ", "reduce
penalties for small amounts and go after the pusher to stop the
supply""
B .. Count,: Attg~ney§ and Judges-Mari~uana.. Like the police and
sheriffs, tWe major1ty of prosecutors an judges felt that the present law does not deter either casual or regular use or small sales
or gifts ..

Fifteen (94%) of the prosecutors and ten (83%) of the judges
interviewed believed that the present marijuana law does not deter
casual use.. All those (6% and 1rfo respectively) who thought the law
does act as a deterrent felt there was a "moderate" degree of deterrence ..
Hegarding regular use~ 94% (15) of the county attorneys and
58% (seven) of the judges
felt that the law does not deter regular use.. One prosecutor and two judges felt the law provides a
"moderate" degree of deterrence, while two other judges thought there
was a "significant" degree of deterrence ..
With respect to small sales or gifts, twelve (75%) county attorneys and seven (58%) judges were convinced that the present law
did not act as a deterrent ..
County attorneys and judges were then asked, "to the extent that
marijuana laws are a deterrent, what factors do you regard as the
primary deterrent"0 Although there was disagreement on this question,
the greatest percentage of prosecutors (6~fo) and judges (41%) responded that the threat of arrest and prosecution was the primary deterrent.. Two (l~fo) of the prosecutors and one of the judges thought
the primary deterrent was the fact that use or sale is against the
law.. No prosecutors and three judges (25%) believed deterrence resulted from the fear of being labeled a criminal, while one prosecutor and two .iudges thoup;h.t it resulted from the threat of some
6 one judge (8%) gave no answer.
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incarceration. One prosecutor believed deterrence resulted from the
threat of lengthy incarceration; one said it was all the above mentioned factors together, one stated that it was none of these factors
and one did not know.

The judges response to this question was the first time less
than 5~fo of any group interviewed felt the law had no deterrent
effect.
Of the (five) county attorneys and five judges
law did have a deterrent effect, one prosecutor and
thought there was a "significant" deterrent effect,
cutors felt the deterrent effect was "moderate" and
tor and one judge thought it was "minimal".

who felt the
four judges
three proseone prosecu-

Regarding regular use of hard drugs, lesser percentages of both
county attorneys and judges attributed no deterrent value to the law.
Eight (5~fo) of the county attorneys and three (25%) 7 of the judges
felt the law does not deter regular use of hard drugs. Of the eight
(5~fo) prosecutors and six (5~fo) judges~ who felt the law does have
a deterrent effect, three prosecutors and four judges thought there
was "significant" deterrence, four prosecutors and two judges thought
there was a "moderate degree" of deterrence and one prosecutor
believed deterrence was "minimal".
Concerning small sales or gif~s of hard drugs, nine (56%) of
the county attorneys and two (16%) of the judges felt the present
laws are not a deterrent. To the contrary, seven prosecutors (44%)
and seven judges (58%) believed the law was. an effective deterrent.
Four prosecutors and four judges thought there was "significant"
deterrence, two prosecutors and three judges believed the deterrent
value was "moderate" and one prosecutor felt there was "minimal"
deterrence.
When asked to state what factors they regard as the primary
deterrent, county attorneys aud judges responded in the following
manner: Four of the thirteen~ prosecutors and five of the 11 judgeslO
answering this question, stated that the "threat of arrest and prosecution" was the primary deterrent. One judge believed deterrence
resulted because "use or sale was against the law", one prosecutor
thought it resulted from the "fear of being labeled or branded a
criminal", one judge stated it was the "threat of some incarceration" ..
7Three judges (24%) gave no response to this question.
Three judges (25%) gave no response to this question ..

8

9Three prosecutors were uncertain and did not list any factors ..
lOa ne JU
. d ge was uncertain and did not list any factors.
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Two prosecu_tors and one judge believed it was the "threat of lengthy
incarceration"~ three prosecutors and one judge stated that the medical effects of hard drugs are the primary deterrent, one prosecutor said deterrence didn't result from any of the factors listed and
two prosecutors and one judge said it resulted from all these factors
taken togethere
Prosecutors and Judges-Civil Penalty. When asked what the deterrent effect would be of a fine applied with certainty, two (1~~)
prosecutors and (one) 8%11 judge thought that such a fine would deter
more than the threat of incarceration a~plied sporadically. Eleven
(68%) of the county attorneys and nine (75%) of the judges believed
that such a fine would deter less than the threat of incarceration
and three (lo/~) of the prosecutors though the deterrent effect would
be about the samee

1. Count! Attorneys. 37~ (six) of the county attorneys responded that theaw coul~never be effective and that legalization of
marijuana is the only answer to the problem.l2
The other responses are quite varied, they include: "assuming
full administration of the law, you should stiffen the penalty for
people will yield with the pressure of swift, sure and certain actionue·"~ "more effective investigation into large sources of production of marijuana and more and better trained investigators ...... 11 ,
"There is nothing wrong with the laws, the courts are not sentencing
strictly enough ...... "; "the only possible way to make marijuana laws
more of a deterrent is to get higher penalties and strict administration, but I wouldn't want to see this happen .... "; "I don't know, for
it is difficult to legislate contro 1 of mari,iuana ...... ", "I favor legalization of private consumption in the home, but this is logically
inconsistentoo•"i "decriminalize it ••• "; "laws are not the way to
attack marijuana~ education is a more effective approach ...... "; "there
is no respect .for the present law because of the readily visible
number of alcoholics and legal pill pushers (the legitimate drug
companies). Marijuana is more of a socialogical problem, the younger
generation is merely doing its own thing .... " ..
2 .. Judges.. The judges also made numerous varied recommendations.
These recommendations include the following: "This issue is debatable. If you want to make the law a deterrent, you need a mandatory
jail sentence, but I don't favor this ..... "; "possession laws are not
a deterrent, the courts would feel free to do more if the records
were expunged after six months. We are in the middle of a social
revolution ..... ", "I feel the same way about liquor as I do about
11

Two judges (16%) did not answer this question ..

12
Refer to III. 4, Opinions concerning changes in the Marijuana
Laws, .for a more complete discussion of legalization.
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marlJUana, it is the abuse of the drug which is bad. I can't say
to legalize it, yet, it will probabl,y come to that" •• "; "There is
no effective way of controlling it. If medical reports say that
marijuana is no more damaging then alcohol, than we can't enforce
it ... ,"; "Uniformity of penalties throughout the states and uniformity of sentencing, but of course you could never get this. It
would be better if all states treated marijuana possession as a
misdemeanor ..... "; "legalize smoking of marijuana in your own home ...... ";
"I favor the recommendations of the president's National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse ..... ".
"You c.an' t legislate morals, but if medical science does prove
that it is harmful, which hasn't been established as yet, then an
educational program is needed ••• "; "Reduce the penalty for a small
amount, but make possession of a large amount more strict ••• ";
"Assuming that there should be effective deterrent laws, there should
be a stiffening of penalties, but the real question is, is marijuana
use an offense which should be punished ••• "; "This is like the old
bootlegger days. A mandatory jail sentence might make it slightly
more effective. I'd favor decriminalization if they (medical researchers) ever reach a conclusion that marijuana use is not harmful .... ";
"Possibly legalization, sell it through state liquor sto.res. If kids
want to drink, they will drink, if they want to smoke marijuana they
will smoke.. There's nothing wrong with letting a person have a joint,
after work, in his own home ••• " ..
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The Deterrent Effect of Mari,iuana Laws
Police
Chiefs

% who

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

Judges

feel that the present
marijuana laws deter most
young people from:
1) Casual or experimental use
-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

22";6
2
16
21

2) Regular use

24
2
16
6
22
6
6
10

-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

C/;6

6%

17%

6

17

21

6

21

6

36
18
18

14
14

25

3) Small Sales or Gifts for

Little or no Profit
-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

1

one chief (27~) did not answer this question.
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25

41
17
25

The Deterrent Effect of Hard Drug Laws

Police
Chiefs

% who feel the present hard

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

Judges

32%

41%
33

drug laws deter most young
people from:

1) Casual or experimental use
-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

36%
16
121
6

29'/o

2) Regular use
-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

46
12
16
122

36

3) Small Sales or Gifts for
Little or no Profit
-Significant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

34
14
8
83

1
2

6
14.5
14.5

18
6

25
16

50
19
25
6

50
33
17

43

44

14
29

25
12
7

58
33
25

one chief (2%) did not answer this question.
Three chiefs (6%) did not answer this question.

3Two chiefs (4%) did not answer this question.
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III .. FINDINGS
6G Opinions Concerning Alternatives for Marijuana Control and

Recommendations for Future Drug Legislation.
In this section interviewees were asked to approve or disapprove
a broad range of options for controlling marijuana. These options
ranged from proposals that would result in no change in the law to
other proposals that would constitute major changese The control
alternatives each interviewee was questioned about were: a permanent criminal record for a marijuana arrest or conviction (this is
presently the practice in Maine), reduction of penalties for possession and maintainence of heavy penalties for sale (this is the
present legislative tendency in Maine), expungement of criminal records upon successful completion of probation or rehabilitation
(moderate change), decriminalization of possessionl (major change),
and legalization ~major change).
In addition to these specific alternatives, interviewees were
given two open ended questions in which they were asked to make recommendations for future legislative action in the areas of sale and
use of marijuana and hard drugs.
A. Control Alternatives for Mari~uana. (1 Criminal record.
The chiefs were the only group o interviewees o w 1c a majority favored a permanent criminal record as the result of an arrest or conviction for possession of marijuana. 74% (thirty-seven)
of the chiefs favored such a record and 26% (thirteen) were opposed.
Five of those in favor of this alternative mentioned that in cases
where such a record causes significant harm a governors pardon might
be appropriate and another three stated they would limit such criminal records to persons over 18 years of age.
The sheriffs disagreed sharpely with their fellow law enforcement officers with only 35% (five) in favor and 5?~ (eight) opposed
to a permanent criminal record. One sheriff split his vote by favoring a permanent arrest record and opposing a permanent conviction
record.

An almost equal percentage of county attorneys and judges favored this alternative. 43% {seven) of the county attorneys and 41%
(five) of the judges endorsed a permanent criminal record while 43%
(seven) of the ~rosecutors and 58% (seven) of the judges were opposed.
One prosecutor t?~) favored only a permanent conviction record and
one other stated that we should not reach the question of criminal
records for possession because such offenses shouldnot be made criminal ..
1

Decriminalization is distinguished from legalization in that
with decriminalization of possession, sale remains a felony and only
private possession for personal use becomes legal. With legalization,
however, marijuana would assume a status similar to alcohol; both
possession and sale would be legal and sales would be licensed and
regulated by the state.
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Most of the interviewees who favored a criminal record felt that
the benefits derived from having such a rac~rd (e.g., future invea=
tigations, punishment and deterence), outwe1ghed the harm. Opponents,
on the other hand, felt that such records frequently injure the innocent and are of no great value in minor offenses of this nature.
(2) Reduction of Possession Penalties, maintainence of sale
penalties® The chiefs again !ad the o~pos1tion to this alternative
with 42% (twenty~one) opposed and 58% (twenty-nine) in favor.
Much higher percentages of the other three groups supported this
alternative with 85% (twelve) of the sheriffs, 81% (thirteen) of the
~rosecutors and 91% (eleven) of the judges in favor.
Two sheriffs
(14%) two prosecutors (1~~), and one judge (8%) were opposed. One
prosecutor defined the problem as determinimg the pusher or user rather than in determining the respective penalties.
Almost all those who favored this alternative felt the law
enforcement emphasis should be on the sale of drugs. Selling is
thought of as a much more serious offense than possession, for peer
group pressure forces many otherwise innocent youths to use (experiment) with marijuanao In addition, the pusher himself was thought
of as a much more evil person, a "profit oriented bad guy~', as
opposed to the "average persons" who are using marijuana. Other
interviewees felt that if you get to the source of the illicit drugs
you would necessarily reduce illegal use for if there's no illicit
supply there can be no illicit use.
(3) ·
The next alternative proposed to
e 1n erv1ewees 1nvo ve a mo erate form of legislative
change that was considered and rejected by the 106th Legislature.2
The greatest opposition to this alternative came from county prosecutors3 with 67% (eleven) opposed and 25% (four) in favor.4 An
almost equal percentage (68%) (thirty-four) of the chiefs were opposed with a slightly greater percentage (32%) in favor of expungemente Judges and sheriffs felt quite alike on this alternative with
41% (five) of the judges and 43% (six) of the sheriffs opposed. 5~~
(seven) of the judges and 5~~ (seven) of the sheriffs favored expungement. One sheriff (7%) was uncertain and did not answer this question.
2

L.D. 618 a bill similar to one enacted by 35 states and the
U.S. Congress, would have required the destruction of criminal records of those defendants convicted for the first time of possession
of marijuana. The bill passed in the House by a 2-1 margin but was
soundly defeated in the Maine Senate.
3 rn April of 1973 the Maine Prosecutors Association went on
record as being opposed to L.D. 618. Senate observers felt the
prosecutors opposition contributed heavily to the defeat of this bill.
4
.
one prosecutor stated that this question should not be con~
s1dered because it assumes that possession will remain illegal.
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There was not a great deal of discussion by the interviewees
concerning their opposition to expungement. Those prosecutors who
opposed expungement and yet endorsed a more liberal reform did so
because they believed expungement was a halfway solution that would
"beg the issue and cause further confusion".. Police were generally
opposed because they didn 9 t want their records and files subject to
legal "search and destroy missions".
(4) Decriminalization. Decriminalization of possession of marijuana is a maJor reform proposal that met with low to moderate acceptance among all groups of interviewees. The police chiefs led
the opposition with 14% (seven) in favor of decriminalization, 84%
(fourty-two) opposed and one undecided. The seven chiefs who endorsed
decriminalization generally felt that marijuana was relatively
harmless and that it would eventually be decriminalzed anywaye The
majority of chiefs who opposed decriminalization did so even though
most admitted that marijuana possession laws have little or no deterrent effect (see III=3)e Their reasons were varied but most felt
that not enough was known about marijuana and the time for decriminalization was not yet at hand .. 5
Another principle reason the chiefs opposed decriminalization
was their concern about possible increases in marijuana use.. 66%
(thrity-three) of the chiefs thought that marijuana use would increase
if it was decriminalized, 2% (one) thought it would decrease and 3~~
(sixteen) felt it would remain about the same.
A higher percentage of sheriffs (35%) (five) favored decriminalizationo Most gave as their reason their belief that marijuana
possession was not a serious offense and therefore didn't warrant
all the law enforcement attention it was getting. 64% (nine) of the
county sheriffs opposed decriminalization mostly for the same reasons
given by the police chiefs, although a lesser percentage (35%) expressed a concern that decriminalization would increase marijuana
usee 21% (three) of the sheriffs thought use would decrease if
marijuana was decriminalized and 43% (six) felt it would remain about
the same ..
The greatest approval of decriminalization was voiced by county
attorneys with 3?~ (six) approving and 62% (ten) disapproving. Those
who favored this approach generally regarded possession of marijuana
as conduct not warranting criminal punishment. Three of those who
didn't endorse decriminalization did, nevertheless, support legalization.. These three felt that decriminalization, like expungement,
is a partial solution that does not solve the law enforcement problems
created by marijuana sanctions. Other opponents were bothered by
a logical inconsistancy that would result from use being legal and
sale being illegal; they felt that legal use would only promote illegal saleso A majority of prosecutors (56%) felt that use would
increase if decriminalization took effect. No prosecutors thought
use would decrease, 3?~ believed it would remain the same, and one

5Ma.ny of the chiefs and a large number of other interviewees
stated that although they didn't support this change they felt it
was inevitable ..
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didn't knowe
minalization
31% believed
be moderate,
minalization

Prosecutors were also in disagreement as to how decriwould effect their ability to enforce laws against sale;
it would have a substantial effect, 31% thought it would
6% said minimal, 6% didn't know and 25% believed decriwould have no effect on their enforcement of sale offenses.

25% (three) of the judges favored decriminalization, although
one judge would allow decriminalization of only moderate amounts.
One judge felt possession offenses were not serious enough to be
criminal and another objected to attempts to legislate moralityu
75% of the judges opposed decriminalization, primarily because they
too felt it was only half a solution and also because they believed
that the medical evidence concerning use was inconclusive. 5~fo of
the judges thought that use would increase if decriminalization took
place and 50% believed it would remain the same.
(5) Legalization. With the exception of the county attorneys,
legalization of marijuana did not recieve a great deal of support
from the intervieweeso 2% (one) of the chiefs, 7% (one) of the sheriffs, l~fo (two) of the judges and 56% (nine) of the county attorneys
favored legalization. 94% (fourty-seven) of the chiefs, 93% (13)
of the sheriffs, 75% (nine) of the judges and 43% (seven) of the
county attorneys opposed legalization. Those who opposed legalization did so primarily because they felt the long term medical effects
of marijuana use were questionable. Many stated that if marijuana
could be proven harmless they might change their minds. In addition,
many opponents felt that another alcohol type drug should not be
legalized regardless of what the medical researchers say because
America already has a substantial drug and alcohol abuse problem.
In their view, legalization would only contribute to this existing
problema Other opponents cited the argument that legalization will
increase the use of hard drugs.
Those interviewees (mostly county attorneys) who favored legalization unanimously felt that this was the only realistic solution
to the problem of marijuana use. In their view, decriminalization
would result in unknown quantities and qualities of marijuana being
sold on the black market@ They felt that the state would profit from
tax revenues and a presently existing, highly lucrative black market
operation, similar to prohibition's bootlegging, would be eliminated.
More importantly, police and prosecutorial time could be focused on
medically proven harmful illicit drugs. In short, almost all proponents of legalization felt that "it's high time we stop making
criminals out of innocent kids and stop wasting our time arguing
over a medically proven harmless drug".
Be Prosecutorial and Judicial
inion Coveri
View of ar~juana ontro o
en county attorneys an ju ges were
asked whether they felt that public opinion in their jurisdiction
presently sup~orts the marijuana laws. 75% (nine) of the prosecutors and 91% (ten) of the judges answered in the affirmative while
19%6 and 8%, respectively, answered in the negative.

6 one prosecutor was undecided.
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When asked whether public op1n1on in their jurisdiction would
support an increase in penalties for possession of marijuana the
judges and prosecutors disagreed, with 18% of the jUdges and 6o/fo of
the prosecutors answering yes, and 8~fo and 31%, respectively, responding in the negative. This difference can be explained in part
by the feeling of some prosecutors that public opinion could be
"molded" or "shaped" to support any change in the law.. This sentiment was echoed by some judges who stated that public opinion
could be heavily influenced by a "Madison Avenue, public relations
approach" ..
An identical percentage (25%) of county attorneys and judges
felt that public opinion would support decriminalization and equal
percentages (75%) felt the opposite.

25% or a little less than half of the county attorneys who
favored legalization, felt that public opinion would support this
change, while no judges believed that public opinion would presently
support legalization. 75% of the prosecutors and 10~fo of the judges
held the opposite view that public opinion in their jurisdiction
would not support legalization.
C. Other Recommendations for Future Drug Legislation. In
addition to the recommendations embodied in section A of III-4
(supra), interviewees were asked what action they would like to
see the Maine Legislature take. In most instances these recommendations were expressed in a general nature, rather than as specific proposals and in many instances these recommendations merely
paraphrased the responses specifically elicited in other parts of
this study ..
Police Chiefs. The largest percentage of police chiefs (30%)
recommended making the laws on sale and use of marijuana 11 more strict" ..
One overidding theme consistently expressed by the chiefs in
other questions was chosen by 14% to be expressed specifically in
this question: "the present laws are adequate but the courts must
enforce what is on the books· the courts are much too lenient .. "
Relative to this stance, 4% (two) felt that despite whatever action
is taken, legislators should "first research the subject adequately,
for too often.politics is the main consideration".
Another 4% (two) felt that they would keep marijuana illegal
but take it out of the court's jurisdiction and put the emphasis
on treatment ..
Other responses included: "use Japan's system ••• ", "eliminate
the amount of time involved in getting cases through the courts ••• ",
"institute mandatory jail sentences for both sale and use .... "; and
"make parents undergo counseling along with their children who use
marijuana" ..
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In the area of hard drug control, 4~~ (twenty-one) of the police
chiefs interviewed specifically recommended enactment of stiffer penalties for sale and use, 12% felt that the present laws are adequate,
but the courts are lax in their enforcement of existing penalties.
6% (three) specified that they would set up a "stiffer penalty" for
sale without defining the new penalty, and two chiefs recommended a
10 year mandatory prison sentence for sale.
Other suggestions for legislation included: "greater education
and rehabilitation for use ...... "; "adopt the N.Y. Penal Code and see
that courts have to abide by the penalties ••• "; "study the problem ...... ";
"dismiss a judge who doesn't go along with the penalties ...... "; "adopt
the Japanese system ...... "; "appoint or encourage appointment of more
conservative judges ...... "; "legislate money to train narcotics investigators .... .,"; "provide immediate mandatory hospitalization until users
are cured ...... "; and "institute stiffer control of doctors and prescriptions ...... " ..
County Sheriffso 5ry~ of the county sheriffs would maintain the
present law regulating the sale and use of marijuana, 2~~ (four)
·
would make "use" (possession) of marijuana more lenient and 21% (three)
would reduce penalties for sale and use.
Other responses included: "legislate education programs for
schools ...... 11 ; "define responsibility of enf.orcement (federal government vs .. state government) .... "; "make the laws easier but leave them
open to the discretion of the court ••• "; "legalize marijuana and set
up a control system similar to the present alcohol control system .... ";
"have a fine similar to the $50 fine per illegal lobster, and after a
minimum amount of marijuana, tax each ounce and put the money into
the state treasury ...... " ..

35% (five) of the county sheriffs interviewed would not change
the existing laws on hard drug control because they feel that the
present laws are adequate.. 14% (two) would increase .the penalties
for sale and use and 14% would enact legislation to institute adequate rehabilitation centers.. On this point, one sheriff said, "we
must offer rehabilitation programs to give the courts an alternative,
a drug dependant person or an addict cannot be rehabilitated in a
prison" ..
Singular recommendations included: "we should establish a central control agency ...... ", "we should send them (users-sellers) to
Puerto Rico or Cuba for five to six years ...... "; "the penalty should
be 99 years for sale, but treat users differently because half of
the people who become addicted are already halfway there before they
know it due to doctor's prescriptions ••• ".
County Attorneyso The county attorneys were more specific in
their recommendations than the police chiefs, sheriffs and judges.
56% (nine) of the county attorneys would act in the legislature to
legalize marijuana and institute a control system similar to the
present alcohol control system. 25% (four) would leave the present
law as it stands now. 12% would research the problem to determine
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if it is possible to construct legislation to legalize limited amounts
and control marijuana in a manner similar to alcohol. Other comments
included: "don't give it disproportionate attention as compared with
other problems ...... "; "act in the area of shield laws to protect sources
of information in regard to drug traffic .... ".
One prosecutor felt that legislators should appropriate substantial expenditures to:
1) devise a test for determination of whether a person has consumed marijuana, and what quantity;
2~ set up strict standards of quantitative control;
3 set up strict controls over sale and use;
4 set up strict enforcement against juvenile use (under 18).
31% (five) of the county attorneys would leave the hard drug
laws in their present form because they feel the present laws are
adequate.. 12% (two) feel that the present penalties are not realistic due to a lack of consistency and uniformity.. "There should
be strict control on such drugs as amphetamines, but often mild
drugs are included under the narcotics classification." Two prosecutors would remove the mandatory sentencing provisions and another
two would move in the direction of more education and rehabilitation
or hard drug users.
Singular recommendations included: "The present laws are adequate, but courts are lax in sentencing ••• "; "I wouldn't take any
action because drug use is a personal problem; unless the user has
to steal to get money, then it becomes a social problem ..... "; "study
the mandatory sentencing provisions. There should be stiff penalties
on the books but there should not be the need to perform legal gymnastics in order to avoid injustice in certain circumstances ••• ";
"There should be as a result of. a conviction a mandatory confinement
in a medical facility, to determine the real nature of the use .... ";
"There should be stricter control of the legal drug industry ..... ";
"something should be done so that you could get a conviction under
the potent medicinal substance law; probably a revision of the regulatory provisions for legal sales is needed .... "; "Legislate money
to train more personnel in drug investigation similar to the alcohol
commission ...... "; and "rewrite and clarify the prescription laws ...... " ..
Judgeso Most of the judges recommendations were incorporated
in responses to earlier questions. 25% (three) of the district court
judges responded that they would decrease possession penalties and
leave the sale penalties as they presently stand. Another 25% (three)
felt that the present law was adequate. 17% (two) of the judges would
legalize marijuana and apply a control system similar to the present
alcohol control system.. Other recommendations included: "The record
of convictions should be expunged" and "I would measure how public
opinion evolves regarding marijuana, then act" ..
4~fo (five) of the district court judges interviewed felt that
the present laws regarding hard drug sale and use are adequate. 24%
(three) would study the mandatory sentencing aspect of the present
law, and another 25% (three) would enact legislation to provide facilities for treatment ..
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1?~ (two) favor stronger penalties for sale of a hard drug, if
such sale is only for profit. Other comments and recommendations
for legislation were: "The problem is for one of police enforcement
of the law ••• ", "mild prescription drug use should not be a felony
and prescription laws should be revised'.'.
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OPINIONS CONCERNING ALTERNATIVES FOR MARIJUANA CONTROL

Police
Chiefs

% who

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

National
District
Attorneysl

Judges

favor:

(no change)
1) a permanent arrest

or conviction record
for possession of
marijuana

74%

35%

43%

(no change)
2) the reduction of
possession penalties
and maintainence of
heavy penalties for
sale

58

86

81

(moderate change)
3) the expungement of
criminal records upon
satisfactory completion of probation or
rehabilitation
32

50

25

36

37

(15)

25

36

56

(76)

50

(major change)
4) decriminalization 14
If marijuana was decriminalized the %
who feel that use would
-increase
66
-decrease
2
-remain about same 32

21

41%

(65.5)

92

58

43

50

(major change)
5) Legalization
6) Either form of
major change (decriminalization or
legalization)

2

7

56

(11)

17

14

43

62

(20)

33

(N=50)

(N-14)

(N=l6)

(N=807)

(N=l2)

1
From a 50 survey of District Attorneys conducted in August,
1971 by the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.
2
one prosecutor was uncertain and did not answer.
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III .. FINDINGS
7. Opinions Concerning Recently Enacted Drug Legislation
A. MandatoEl Minimum Sentences. Mandatory minimum sentences
for drug offenders were enacted by the Regularl and Special2 Sessions of the 105th Legislaturea They presently apply to the un~
lawful sale of all drugs and narcotics except barbiturates and to
the unlawful possession of all drugs except barbiturates, Cannabis,
Mescaline, Peyote and the Hallucinogenicse In Maine, mandatory
minimum sentences dictate that the defendant "shall be punished for
not less than X years" and that "the imposition or execution of such
sentence shall not be suspended and probation not be granted" ..
The greatest degree of approval of mandatory minimums for marijuana offenders was voiced by police chiefs with Judges expressing
the stron~est opposition. Twenty~five (50%) of the police chiefs,
four (25%J of the county attorneys, two (14%) of the county sheriffs
and none of the judges favored mandatory minimum for marijuana offendersQ Stated in the negative, 100% of the judges, 85% of the
county sheriffs, 75% of the county attorneys and 500;6 of the police
chiefs opposed mandatory minimums for marijuana offenders. One
county attorney was in favor of mandatory minimums for only sellers,
while 3 police chiefs voiced a similar sentiment. Also~ one county
attorney favored 2-3 days mandatory minimums for marijuana offenders.
Many of the county attorneys and judges were admantly opposed to
mandatory minimums for any criminal offense ..
In the opinion of most of those who opposed mandatory minimums,
such sentences deny judges the flexibility necessar~ to properly
administer justice.. In their opinion, each case involves different
individuals influenced by widely varrying factors and the sentencing
options should be broad enough to do justice to all defendants@
The greatest approval of mandatory minimums for hard drug offenders was again expressed by police chiefs with judges also on the
opposite end of the opinion spectrum. Fourty=one (8~~) of the police
chiefs, seven (50%) of the county sheriffs, four (25%) of the county
attorneys and three (25%) of the judges favored mandatory minimums
for hard drug offenders. Stated conversely, 75% of all judges and
county attorneys interviewed, 50% of all county sheriffs and 18% of
all police chiefs interviewed opposed mandatory minimums for hard
drug offenders ..
1 Public Laws of 1971, C0 487 ..

2Public Laws of 1971 (Special Session), Ca 6800
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B., Knowingly Present" In 1969 the lOLt:th .Legislature :made it
a criminal offense fo"r Biiy person to be "present where Cannabis .... .,
is kept or deposited .. ., .. " or to be "in the company of a person knowing that said person is in the possession of Crumabis ...... 11 3., The
l06th Legislature abolished the crime of knowingly being in the
presence of Cannabis4 (knowingly being in t;he presence of mescaline
or peyote remains a criminal offense)o
The interviewees were asked if they agreed with (favored) the
abolishment of the knowingly present law regarding marijuana.. Fourteen (8?~) of the prosecutors, ten (83%) of the judges? nine (64%)
of the county sheriffs ru:1.d twenty (40%) of the police chiefs were
in agreement with the Legislature" Stated conversely 9 7~ of the
judges, 13% of' the county attorneys~ 36% of the county sheriffs and
58% of' the police chiefs were opposed to the abolishment of the lawe
One judge and one police chief were undecidedo
Those who favored retention of the law differed in their reasonss
The two county attorneys and the one judge who favored retention stated that the law could be and had been abused but on the whole they
felt that the benefits (eeg0, plea bargaining) outweighed the injustices. The police and sheriffs who favored retention, did so principally because they felt the law was a useful police tool that helped
to control illegal drug use@
The most frequent reason given for abolishing the law was that
it was too often and too easily abusedo It su~jected non drug using
persons to criminal liability merely because they associated with
drug users., Furthermore~ marcy interviewees felt that persons were
often charged under this law when there was insufficient evidence to
obtain a conviction for possessione

c. Marijuana Posses~~~~~naltiesQ The lo6th Legislature also
rewrote the penalty prov1.s1.on for the second or subsequent conviction for possession of marijuana .. 5 The penalty was reduced from a
fine
not more than $2000 ru1d imprisotunent for not more than two
years to a fine of not more than $1000 and imprisonment for not
more than 11 months~

gr

Interviewees were asked if they agreed with this act of the
Legislature. Once again there was a wide split of opinion among
groups with judges, county attorneys end sheriffs at great variance
with :police chief's., All twelve (100%) of the judges~ all sixteen
(t 1000~) of the county attorneys and eleven ('?Cfl/o) of the county sheriffs
agreed with the legislature@ On the other end of the spectrum, only
thirteen (26%) of' the police chiefs were in favor of this legislation.

3M.RoS.,A0 22, Section 2383
4

Public Laws of 1973, C., 502Q

5Public Laws of' 1972, C@ 546o
6 M.R.S.,A., 22, Section 2383.,
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For the most part, the opposition of the attorn.eys, judges and
sheriffs was based on technical graundso Most expressed an aware~
ness that this penalty provision had proven legally burdensome and
procedurally inoperative0 The police chiefs did not express as
great an awareness of the si~1ificant legal difficulties encountered
in applying this law, instead their opposition was based more on
philosophical than technical grOlmds o That is, the chiefs were
strongly opposed to a reduction in pene.l ties for the illegal use of
marijuana at a time when such illegal use continues to risea

OPINIONS CONCERNING RECENTLY ENACTED DRUG LEGISLATION

Police
Chiefs

% who favor:

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

Judges

50%

14%

25%

0%

82

50

25

25

40

64

87

83

26

79

100

100

l) Mandatory Minimums for

Marijuana Offenders
2) Mandatory Minimums for
hard drug offenders
3) Abolishment of lmowlingly

being in the prescence of
marijuana
4) Reduction of penalty for

2nd and subsequent pos~
session of marijuana

(Nc50)
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(N=l4)

(N=l6)

(N=l2)

III .. FINDINGS
8 .. Attitudes Concerning the Treatment and Rehabilitation of
Drug Offenders.
Within the criminal justice system there are numerous ways of
making treatment available to drug dependant persons who are arrested
for criminal offenses.. Some of these methods are: pre- arrest informal police diversion for purposes of detoxification or withdrawal;
post-arrest diversion for detoxification; treatment as a condition
of pretrial release; treatment while awaiting trial; treatment in
lieu of prosecution; treatment as a condition of a suspended sentence, continuance for sentencing or other form of probation; treatment as a condition of the deferred entrance of an adjudication of
guilt or conditional discharge; commitment for treatment in lieu of
other sentencing; treatment while serving a sentence within a correctional facility; and treatment as a condition of parole.
Maine law specifically provides for only one of these methods,
treatment as a condition of probation.l In anticipation of future
treatment legislation, interviewees were asked if they felt that
voluntary treatment and rehabilitation should be made available to
all drug dependant persons and addicts2 (whether or not they are
charged with an offense) residing in Maine. Unlike the responses
to most other questions, agreement on this issue was surprisingly
high among all interviewees.
A. Police Chiefso Fourty-nine (9~~) of the chiefs favored the
concept of treatment and rehabilitation and 9~~ felt that the state.'
should help subsidize such programs. Even those chiefs who said
they were "hard nosed on drugs" readily stated that treatment was a
"must".. There was frequent criticism of the lack of alternatives
for dealing with youthful drug offenders. As one chief put it, "we
would like to help kids by not arresting them, but we have no place
to send them and the only alternative is to arrest". The feelings
Qf many of the chiefs are expressed in the statement, made by one
chief, that "it doesn't matter what the law is because if they don't
get treatment, they just keep on using" ..
Although the chiefs overwhelmingly favored voluntary3 treatment
programs there was less agreement as to how drug offenders should be
1

Public Laws of 1973, C. 566 (effective January 1, 1974).

2
Many interviewees also expressed a strong desire for treatment programs and facilities for alcoholics.
3Although the questionnaire was limited to a discussion of
voluntary treatment programs some chiefs expressed approval of
involuntary programs as well.
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chan_neled into the programs. Twenty-six (5~~) of the chiefs stated
that they would personally assist and encourage drug dependant persons and addicts changed with drug offenses (possession and sale of
drugs) to undergo treatment in lie~ of prosecution, fourty-five (9~~)
endorsed treatment as a condition of probation, 8~~ while serving a
sentence in a penal facility and 9~~ as a condition of parole.
Similarly 5~~ of the chiefs stated that they would personally
assist and encourage drug dependant persons and addicts charged with
non-drug offenses (assault, larcenty, etc.) to undergo treatment in
lieu of prosecution, 88% while serving a sentence in a penal facility and 9~~ as a condition of parole.
Although the majority of chiefs favored treatment in penal facilities and as a condition of parole, a good number of this percentage questioned whether treatment would be more effective in an earlier stage of the criminal process.
B. Sheriffse A vast majority of the county sheriffs (93%) 4
also favored the concept of treatment and rehabilitation, and an equal
percentage (93%) thought that the state should help pay the cost of
treatment programso Like the chiefs, the sheriffs expressed the recognition that a jail or prison sentence can temporaily prevent a
person from using drugs but "once he's released he'll go hang around
with his old friends and start taking drugs right over again".
As with chiefs, only a small majority of sheriffs (57%) endorsed
the concept of treatment in lieu of prosecution for drug offenders.
Their reason was also the same, they felt that a defendant should
be at least required to stand trial before he is released for treatment& 85% favored treatment as a condition of probation, 85% (twelve)
favored treatment while serving a sentence in a penal facility and
64% as a condition of parole.
Slightly lesser percentages stated that they would encourage
and assist the various forms of treatment for non drug offenders.
57~ approved of treatment in lieu of prosecution, 78% as a condition of probation, 78% while serving a sentence in a penal facility
and 64% as a condition of parole. Two (14%) of the sheriffs strongly
objected to the idea of rehabilitation within a penal institution
or as a condition of parole, while others questioned whether such
treatment would be successful.

c. County attorneys and Judges. 10~~ of the county attorneys
and the judges interviewed favored treatment and rehabilitation for
drug offenders and an equal percentage (10~~) thought the state should
provide financial assistance to these programs. With regard to the
various treatment methods for drug offenders, 67~ of the county attorneys and 58% of the judges endorsed treatment in lieu of prosecution. Again the reason was much the same, the state should not let
the defendant go completely unpunished for his wrong doing; he should
at least be required to stand trial. As with the chiefs and sheriffs,
4
one sheriff (?~) favored treatment programs and state financial
assistance only if such treatment was made mandatory.
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the largest percentages, lO~fo of
favored treatment as a condition
9~~ of the judges and 94% of the
ment while serving a sentence in
centages endorsed treatment as a

both county attorneys and judges
of probation for drug offenders.
county attorneys agreed with treata penal facility and identical percondition of parole.

For non-drug offenders, 67fo of the county attorneys and 58% of
the judges endorsed treatment in lieu of prosecution. lO~fo of both
groups endorsed treatment as a condition of probation, 94% (county
attorneys) and 9~fo (judges) agreed with treatment in penal facilities
and 94% and 9~~ respectively as a condition of parole.
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TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION

Police
Chiefs

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

1) Voluntary treatment and
rehabilitation for drug
dependant persons and
addicts

98%

93%

100";6

100";6

2) State subsidization of
such programs

92

93

100

100

52

57

67

58

90

86

100

100

88

86

94

92

90

64

94

92

52

57

67

58

88

78

100

100

E3G

78

94

92

90

64

94

92

% who favor:

Judges

3) Persons charged with

Drug Offenses:
-treatment in lieu of
prosecution
-treatment as condition
of probation
-treatment while serving
a sentence in penal facility
-treatment as a condition of parole
4) Persons charged with

Non-drug Offenses:
-treatment in lieu of
prosecution
-treatment as a condition of probation
-treatment while serving
a sentence in a penal
facility
-treatment as a condition
of parole
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IV. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS.
A. Law Enforcement Practice and Policy (III-1).
Police
Chiefs

Sheriffs

The investigative priority given to possession of:
Marijuana
high
moderate
low
other*

24

30

35

Hard Drugs
high
moderate
low
other*

44
14
16

14
0

34
12

28
14
21

50

26

35

46
20
10

14
21

24

30

58

64
0
6

The investigative priority given to sale of:
Marijuana
high
moderate
low
other*
Hard Drugs
high
moderate
low
other•

6
16
20

35

30

Does your department see to it that every arrest
for possession of drugs is presented for prosecution
Yes
No

70
30

64

12

35

Would you employ as a police officer anyone who
has been convicted of possession of:
Marijuana
Yes
No

82

35
35

Hard Drugs
Yes
No

4

21

94

50

*Other refers to those who either did not answer or responded
that the allocation of priorities depends upon the complaint
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Be rHOSECU'rORIAL POIJIGY (III-2)
Mai.no

County
Attorneys
1)

~·;,

of

pro[H~cutors

whose common prnctice

in to pro::;ecu t;c everyone chnrr~od with:
-pot>.ses!>ion of mnri,junnn
-nnlo of r:111r.i,junnn
-po.snecoion of hnrd drugo
-~nlo

Nntionnl
Dintrict
Attornoyn"'

of hard drur:;!.>

67
9'4-

60
60

94

94

2) % of prosccutorn who utilize o. defined
"rule of thumh 11 (minimum o.mount policy)
in decioiono to prooecute
-marijuann offenses
-hard drug offenses

31

12

6

3) % of prosecutors who have, on occasion,
granted informal rrobo.tion (filing or dismissal of chnrr,cs) for persons charged with:
-possession of marijuana
-sale of marijuana
-possession of hard drugs
-sale of hard drugs

18
18

4) % of prooccutors who play an active role
in recommending appropriate sentences in drug
cases

94

50
25

;/

*From n 50 state nurvey of District Attorneys conducted in
August, 1071 by tho National Commiosion on Marijuana ,and Drug Abuse.
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C..

OFINIONS

CONCE!"~NING

THE PHYfLTOl.OitJCAL AND PBYCHOI,OGICAL EF'FECTS OF
IIAH1JtJXttA um~ (III-4)
--

Police

County
Shcriffo

Maino
County
Attorncya

National
• District
Attorneys•

Judgen

% who believe that:
1) The UGe of mnrijunna

leads to tho use of
hnrd drugn

2) The une
cause~

vat ion

o.f marijuana
loss of moti-

7Cfo

64%

25%

(74)%

33%

86

71

56#

(43)

25#

52

35

12

(38)

8#

46

35

6

(N=50)

(N=14)

3) The use of mnrijuann

causes ng~ressive
behavior

4)

% who have person-

ally witnessed such
aggressive behavior

(N=16)

8
(N=807)

(N=12)

•.It'rom a 50 utnte survey of District Attorneys conducted in Aur;un t of
1971 by the Nntionnl Commio~ion on Mnrijunna and Drug Abuse.
#Qunlified, oee narrntive.
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% who

r~el

thnt th0 prnncnt

Police
Chiefs

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneyn

Jurl~co

6

17

·1 ,'1\vs deter most
people from:

mnr·i~ju::m:-1

younc~

l) Cnnu.'1l or cxpcrir.cnt:1l ur~e
-~~j r;nil'.i e~mt dctr.rrcncc
-r1odcrn te de Lor renee

-Minimnl deterrence
2) Hcr;u1n.r u.se
-Si(~ni f lc:m t detc>rrencc

-Modcrntc deterrence
-Minimnl deterrence

22';~

2

lG
21
24
2

21

16
6

21

6

18
18

22

14
14

25

41

25

25

6

36

3) Small Snles or Gifts for
Little or no Profit

-.Sip-_,n:i.fico.nt deterrence

-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

1

6

6
10

one chi('f ( 2'?~·~) did not nn!:lwer this question ..
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17

D.

'rh£~

Dntnrr1!nt

Efrcct of Hnr<l Druc Lmm

Police
Chiefn

~~

who feel the pre r-ent hnrd
drur-; 1 tl \"~-; deter r:lot;t younc;
people fror.1:
1) Cnr.unl or expcrirncntnl une

365~

-Sir;nificant deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-I'linimal deterrence

lG
121
6

2) Rer;ulnr use
-[~ir;ni ficnnt deterrence
-Modernte deterrence
-Minimn.l deterrence

46
12
162
12

3) Sranll Sales or Gifts for
Little or no Profit
-Signi.ficnnt deterrence
-Moderate deterrence
-Minimal deterrence

34
14
8
83

1
2

County
Dheriffs

County
Attorneys

Judges

32]6

41%

29%
6
14.5
14.5
36
25
16
43
14
29

18
6
50
19
25
6
44
25
12

(~~) did not nnswer this question.
chiefs (G~'~) did not nnswcr this CJUestion.

one chief
Thrco

3Two chic.fo (4',',;) did not answer thin. qucotion.
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(III-5)

?

33
8

50

33

17

58

33

25

E .. OPJNIOW'J COl!CEJUITrTG ALTEHNA'riVEfi F'OH I'lAHIJUANA CON'l'I\OL

Police
Chiefs
~·~

County
Slwriffn

County
Attorneyo

(III-6)

Nntionnl
Diotrict
Attorneysl

who fnvor:

(no chnnr;c)
1) n pcrnnnent nrrcot
or conviction record
for ponscssion of
marijunnn
7~6

35%

43%

41%

(no chanr;e)
2) the reduction of
possession penalties
and mnintninence of
heavy penalties for
sale

58

86

81

92

(moderate chan~e)
3) the expuncement of
criminal records upon
satisfactory completion of probation or
rehabilitation
32

50

25

58

36

37

(15)

25

36
21

56

(?6)

50

(major change)
4) decriminalization 14
If marijuann was decriminalized the %
who feel thnt use would
-incrcnsc
66
-decrease
2
-remain obout same ?2
(mnjor chnnr;e)
5) Lecnlizntion
6) Either form of
mnjor chnnr;c (decriminalization or
le5nlizntion)

43

50

2

7

56

(11)

17

14

43

62

(20)

33

(N-14)

(N=l6)

(Nc807)

(N=l2)

1

From n )0 survey of Diotrict Attorneys conducted in August,
1971 by the Nntionnl Cornmiosion on Mnrijunna and Drug Abune ..
2
-one pronc~utor was uncertain nnd did not answer..
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F.

OPINJO~l~.1 COHC~:itNIHG HECEU'l'LY F.NAC'l'ED DlmG I.EGIGLATION

Police
Chiefs

% who fnvor:

County
Sheriffs

County
Attorneys

Judges

50%

14%

25%

O%

82

50

25

25

40

64

8?

83

26

79

100

100

1) )\Jnndn. tory fli.nirr:umn for

Mnrijunnn Offenders

(III-7)

2) l"Inndn.tory Minimums for

hnrd drur; offendern

3) Abolishment of knm-1lingly

beinG in tho proncence of
mariju3.nn

4) Reduction of penalty for

2nd and subsequent possession of marijuana

(Na50)

... 51 -

(N::s14)

(N=16)

(N=l2)

G..

THEA'l'l'-lJ·:N'r AND HEliATilLI'I'A'I'ION

Folice
Chiefo

% who favor:
1) Volunt:1ry trcntn':cnt n.nd
rehnbilitn.tion for drur;
dcpendnnt persons nnd
nddictn
2) Gt;atc uubnillizntion of

ouch pror:ramG

chnr~ed with
Drur; 0 f fr'nrPG:
-treatment ln lieu of
prosecution
-treatment as condition
of probation
-treatment while nerving
a sentence in penal facility
-treatment as a condition of parole

County
Sheriffs

(III-8)

County
Attornoyo

Judges

98%

93%

92

93

100

100

52

57

67

58

90

86

100

100

88

86

94

92

94

92

100/6

3) Persons

4) Persons chnr~ed with
Non-druc Offenses:
-troa tmen t in Tieu of
prosecution
-treatment as a condition of probation
-treatment while nerving
a sentence in n pcnnl
facility
-treatment as a condition
of parole

90

52

57

67

58

88

78

100

100

86

78

94

92

90

64

94

92
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR POLICE CHIEFS AND SHERIFFS

l.

Pol icy

A.

Police Policy
1.

To the best of your knowledge, what percentage of drug arrests in
your jurisdiction would you estimate arise from:
Investigation into traffic in hard drugs
Investigation into traffic in marijua~a
Street arrests
Automobile arrests
Arrests in connection with non-drug complaints or
non-drug investigations
Other

%
%
'7o
%

%
%

100%
2.

What investigative priority does your department give to traffic
(sale) of:
Marijuana
Hard Drugs

3.

What investigative priority does your department give to possession
(use) of:
Marijuana
Hard Drugs

4.

Do you know of examples in your department where a person has been
arrested or stopped for possession of a small amount of drugs
(marijuana) and the arresting officer has released the person with
just a warning, or does your department see to it that every arrest
for possession of drugs is presented for prosecution?

5.

Would you employ as a police officer anyone who has been convicted
of possession of:
Marijuana
Hard Drugs

6.

What drug or drug currently being illegally sold and used in Maine
do you feel poses the greatest threat to the health and welfare of:
The individual user
Society

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COUNTY ATTORNEYS

I.

Prosecution Policy
A.

Police Policy
1.

To the best of your knowledge, what percentage of drug arrests in
your jurisdiction would you estimate arise from:
Investigation into traffic in hard drugs
Investigation into traffic in marijuana
Street arrests
Automobile arrests
Arrests in connection with non-drug complaints or
non-drug investigations
Other

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _% .

-----.%
--.%
_ _ _% ,

_ _ _% .

___%

100%
2.

To the best of your knowledge, do the police departments
in your county focus primarily on users or sellers
of marijuana
of hard drugs

B.

---

users
sellers
users
sellers

Prosecution
1.

Assuming no lack of evidence, is it the common practice of
your office to prosecute everyone charged with:
Yes
No
possession of marijuana
sale of marijuana
possession of hard drugs
sale of hard drugs
if "no'', please indicate what factors influence your decision
not to prosecute:
arrestee's age
arrestee's lack of previous record
arrestee's personal situation (i.e.
attitude, family/social status)
difficulty of proof of offence
other

2.

Does your office have an explicit or defined "minimum
amount policy" or'rule of thumb" regarding prosecution of
Yes
No
marijuana cases
hard drug cases
(i.e. possession of less than X amount will not be prosecuted).
If "yes", has this rule of thumb been communicated to the
police departments?
Yes
No

3.

Do you ever make use of informal probation (filing of charges) for:
Yes
No
possession of marijuana
sale of marijuana
possession of hard drugs
sale of hard drugs
If "yes", please explain.

4.

Does your office take an active role in recommending appropriate
dispositions in cases that result
Yes
No
in conviction?
If "yes" what are the most important factors influencing your recommendation?
defendant's age
defendant's lack of previous record
defendant's personal situation (i.e.
attitude, family/social status)
other

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JUDGES

A.

Judicial Policy
1.

Thinking about your caseload during the las five years, has the
number of offenders apprehended for drug offenses
increased sharply
increased slightly
remained the same
decreased

2.

Approximately what percentage of offenders in your caseload during
the pas year were apprehended for sale or possession of drugs?

-----%
3.

Disregarding the present law of Maine, what kind of sentence would
you give to a 24 year old, successfully employed college graduate
with no previous criminal record who was convicted for possession
of a small amount of
marijuana?
narcotics?

4.

Disregarding the present law of Maine, what kind of sentence would
you give to a 24 year old successfully employed college graduate
with no previous criminal record who was convicted for sale of $50
worth of
marijuana?
narcotics?

A11 Interviewees

B.
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hI 7 .I

Drugs and Public Policy
1.

What do you believe are the principal physiological and psychological
effects of marijuana on the individual user?
Physiological

Psychological

2.

Please answer yes or no.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Do you believe that the use of marijuana leads to
the use of hard drugs?
Do you believe that the use of marijuana causes
loss of motivation?
Do you believe that the use of marijuana causes
aggressive behavior?
If anower to c. is "yes", have you personally
witnessed such aggressive behavior?
If "yes", please explain:

Yes

No

All Interviewees

3.
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6/73

Do you feel the present laws in Maine regarding marijuana deter
most young.people from:
Yes
No
ca11Hnl or mcporimlmtal IIHO
r<jp,ulnr uso
small sales or KiflH for little
or no profit
If "yes'', is there a

significant
moderate
minimal

4.

degree of detenence.

To the extent that marijuana laws are a deterrent, what factors
do you regard as the primary deterrent?
Fact that such use or sale is against the law?
The threat of arrest and prosecution?
The fear of being labelled or branded a criminal?
The threat of some incarceration?
The threat of lengthy incarceration?
Other

'>.

no you fool the present laws in Maine regarding hard drugs deter
most young people from:
Yes·
No
casual or mqHirimcntal use
regular use
small sales or gifts for little
or no profit
If "yes", is ther a
significant
moderate
minimal

6.

degree of deterrence

To the extent that hard drug laws are a deterrent, what factors
do you regard as the primary deterrent?
Fact that such use or sale is against the law?
The threat of arrest and prosecution?
The fear of being labelled or branded a criminal?
The th~eat of some incarceration?
The threat of lengthy incarceration?
Other

7.

To the extent that penalties for possession of mar~Juana operate as
a deterrent, do you feel that a civil penalty applied with certainty deters
more than
less than
about the same as

8.

the threat of incarceration applied sporadically.

Do you favor mandatory minimum sentencing
Yes
for marijuana offenses

No

All Interviewees

9.
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6/73

The National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse recently stated
that 26,000,000 Americans have used marijuana, to the extent that
marijuana possession laws are not an effective deterrent, how can
they be changed to become more effective?

10.

Some people have suggested that the legal and social consequences of
a criminal record (i.e. possible loss of voting rights, disqualification
from positions of public trust, denial of right to practice medicine
or law, etc.) raise ~erious questions about the wisdom of treating
marijuana possession (use) as a crime. In light of these considerations
would you favor
Yes
No
a permanent criminal record as a result of either arrest
or conviction?
a criminal record resulting from arrest or conviction with
expungement of the record contingent upon completion
of a rohabilitation program and/or compliance with
conditions of probation?
trnatment or attention (counsHling, education, etc.)
which avoidA the crlminal j11sticc system ent lrl'ly7

11.

HeemH to he n current tendency among State and
Fodcrnl lcgislatorH to reduce the penalties for possession of mariJuana and maintain heavy penalties for sale
of marijuana. Do you favor this trend?
Il

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes, please explain:

12.a.Some observers have recommended decriminalization of
possession of moderate amounts of marijuana (replacing
it by "violation" or "traffic ticket" treatment). Do
you favor such a scheme?
If yes, please explain:

-5-

All Interviewees

12.

b.

6/73

If such on approach were adopted, do you think the use of
marijuana would
Increase
Decrease
Hemai n about tho Harne

13.

Oo you favor "legalization" of marijuana (by adoption of a licensing

scheme like that applied to alcohol or by adoption of any similar
scheme)?
Yes
No

14.

Do you feel that public opinion in your jurisdiction
Yes

No

Supports the present marijuana laws?
Would support an increase in penalties for possession
of marijuana for personal use?
Would support a schertte which decriminalized possession
for personal usc?
Would rupport legalization (by adoption of a liconsinR
or similar scheme)?
15.

Do you agree with the recent action of the Maine legislature which
eliminatoR "knowingly in the presence of marijuana" as a criminal offense.
Yes
No

16.

Do you agree with the recent legislation which changed the second and
subsequent possession of marijuana offense from a felony to a misdemeanor?
~
No

17.

If you were a legislator, what action would you take in regard to
sale and use of marijuana? (What action would you like to see the Legislature
take?)

18.a.If you were a legislator, what action would you take in regard to
sale and use of hard drugs?

b.

What other recommendations can you offer.

All Interviewees

C.
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6/73

Treatment
1.

T>o you feel that voluntary treatment and rehabilitation should be
mnde available to all drug dependent persons and addicts (whether
or not they are charged with an offense) residing in Maine?
Yes
No

If yes, do you think the state of Maine should help subsidize such
treatment programs?
Yes
No
2.

Would you personally assist and encourage drug dependent persons and
addicts charged with drug offenses to undergo treatment:
In lieu of prosecution
As a condition of probation
While serving a sentence
penal facility
As a condition of parole

3.

Would you personally assist and encourage drug dependent persons and
addicts charged with a non-drug offense to undergo treatment:
In lieu of prosecution
As a condition of pro~ation
While serving a sentence in a
penal facility
As a condition of parole

